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Announcements 

Assignment 3 due Feb 23 at 11:59pm 
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CLASSES AND OBJECTS 

Bundling data and behaviours 
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Remember Mancala? 

The game we implemented two weeks ago: 
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Methods in Mancala 

What do they have in common? 
public static boolean nextTurn(int[] board, boolean 
player1IsNext) 

 

public static int getMove(int[] board, boolean 
player1IsNext) 

 

public static void displayBoard(int[] board) 

 

public static int[] initializeBoard() 

 

public static boolean applyMove(int[] board, boolean 
player1IsNext, int move) 

 

public static boolean gameEnd(int[] board) 

 

public static void displayFinalScore(int[] board) 
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Scalability 

The game is still simple enough that our current 
strategy works: 

Pass in an int[] to every method that needs to use 
the game board. 

But this is not scalable 
As complexity grows, this becomes too 
cumbersome. Need a new strategy! 

e.g., suppose we have multiple game boards, or 
many items that we need to manipulate 
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First Person Shooter 
double playerXLocation; 

double playerYLocation; 

double playerZLocation; 

int gunType; 

int bulletsLeft; 

double lifeLeft; 

double playerVelocityX; 

double screenLeftX; 

boolean[] enemiesOnScreen; 

boolean[] enemiesAreAlive; 

double[] buildingsXLocation; 

double[] 
windowsInBuildingXLocation; 
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Too much information to pass around! 



Classes 

A blueprint for a type of object, including: 
Data  Information relevant to this class 

Methods  Behaviours related to this class 

 

Objects are instances of classes that fit this 
blueprint. 
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String 

String is actually a class in Java. Every time you 
create a String object, you are creating an 
instance of class String. 

String newString = "This is a String instance"; 

Data  the sequence of characters 

Methods  .equals(), .length(), etc. 

Strings are special because there is special 
syntax related to creating them, printing them, 
etc. 
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Student 

Data: 
int  studentId; 
String  name; 
double[]  grades; 
Course[]  coursesTaken; 

Methods: 
double  computeCGPA(); 
void  addCourse(Course course); 

An instance would represent one particular 
student. 
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SparklyThings 

Data: 
String name; 

double sparkleIntensity; 

Methods: 
void sparkle(); 

 

Instances include: 
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FPS Classes 

In the FPS world: 
Player (stores location, velocity, life, backpack, 
name) 

Enemy (stores location, velocity, life, backpack) 

Building (stores location, size, windowLocations) 

Sound (stores mp3 data, current note) 

Graphics (stores what part of the world is on screen) 

GameController (stores whether it's the menu or 
game displaying) 
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Organizing the FPS 

Now, in the main program, we do not need to 
keep track of as many variables: 

Player hero; 

Enemy[] villains; 

Building[] buildings; 

Graphics renderer; 

Sound audioPlayer; 

Each one of these variables will then be 
responsible for maintaining its own state. 
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Defining Classes in Java 

Create one file per class: 
Player.java 

Enemy.java 

Building.java 

… 

Then, put them in the same folder, and compile: 
javac *.java 

… or let DrJava take care of all of this for you. 
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Running a Program 

Still need a main method in one of your classes: 
java GameProgram  (Command line) 

run GameProgram  (DrJava) 

This will execute GameProgram's main method. 
• You can put a main method in more than one 

class.  

• Only the main method in the indicated class will 
be run. 
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Writing the Blueprint 
public class ClassName { 

  // some data declared here 

  private <type> <field_name>; 

  public ClassName() { 

    // constructor 

  } 

  // declare other methods 

} 
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Data 
 
Method to create object 
 
 
Other methods 

ClassName.java 



Writing the Blueprint 
public class ClassName { 

  // some data declared here 

  private <type> <field_name>; 

  public ClassName() { 

    // constructor 

  } 

  // declare other methods 

} 
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Data 
 
Method to create object 
 
 
Other methods 

ClassName.java 



Fields 

Declare variables associated with the class 
(fields). 

 Syntax: private <type> <field_name>; 
public class Player { 

  private double[] location; 

  private int grenadeStock; 

  private double lifeLeft; 

} 
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What Should Be a Field? 

IS-A vs. HAS-A 
Montreal IS-A city. Montreal HAS-A lot of snow 

A student IS-A person. A student HAS-A student ID. 

Mancala IS-A game. Mancala HAS-A game board. 

A tiger IS-A cat.  A tiger HAS-A head, body, 4 legs… 

HAS-A relations are good candidates for fields 
A Player HAS-A location, grenade stock, life left. 
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Warm-Up: HAS-A or IS-A? 

Cat / tiger   A tiger IS-A cat 

Table / legs 

integer / number 

apple / fruit 

computer / hard drive 

knife / blade 
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Writing the Blueprint 
public class ClassName { 

  // some data declared here 

  private <type> <field_name>; 

  public ClassName() { 

    // constructor 

  } 

  // declare other methods 

} 
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Data 
 
Method to create object 
 
 
Other methods 

ClassName.java 



Creating Objects 

Remember how we created arrays: 
int [] arr;  // declare variable 

arr = new int[15];   // actually create array 

We likewise create objects: 
Player pl;  // declare variable 

pl = new Player();   // actually create object 

Difference is that we have to write the code to 
create the object! 
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Constructor 

A method that is executed when an object of 
that class is created. 

Within the player class definition: 
  public Player() { 

    /* this code is executed when new Player() is 

called */ 

  } 
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Example 

Set up a Player class that prints "You're alive!" 
when a Player instance is created. 
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Constructors with Parameters 

Sometimes we want to create objects and pass 
information to it at the same time. 
public class Student { 

  private String name; 

  private int studentId; 

  public Student(String name, int studentId) { 

    this.name = name; 

    this.studentId = studentId; 

  } 

} 
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Creating a Student 

Somewhere else in your program: 
Student s1 = new Student("Hack McMack", 26789451); 

Student s2 = new Student("Codey Dodey", 26549962); 

 

The constructor of Student is called, with two 
arguments. 
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Zooming In 

this.name = name; 

• The name field of this object is set to be the 
newName String that is passed into the 
constructor. 

• s1 and s2 each have their own name and 
studentId fields 

• this refers to the current object being created. 
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Omitting this 

You can leave out this if there is no naming 
conflict: 
  public Student(String myName, int myStudentId) { 

    this.name = myName; 

    this.studentId = myStudentId; 

  } 

OR 
  public Student(String myName, int myStudentId) { 

    name = myName; 

    studentId = myStudentId; 

  } 
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Writing the Blueprint 
public class ClassName { 

  // some data declared here 

  private <type> <field_name>; 

  public ClassName() { 

    // constructor 

  } 

  // declare other methods 

} 
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Data 
 
Method to create object 
 
 
Other methods 

ClassName.java 



Other Methods 

Just the same as before, except: 
No need for static 
We have access to all of the object's fields 

In Student.java: 
  public void printName() { 

    System.out.println(this.name); 

  } 

OR 
  public void printName() { 

    System.out.println(name); 

  } 
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Somewhere Else: 
Student s1 = new Student("Hack McMack", 26789451); 

Student s2 = new Student("Codey Dodey", 26549962); 

s1.printName(); 

s2.printName(); 

Basic way to call methods:  
instance.methodName() 

• Just like we saw for String and Scanner objects 

What happens if we do this? 
System.out.println(s1.name); 
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Exercise 

Add to the Player class the following: 
• An initial location of (0, 0, 0), an initial life of 

100.0, and an initial grenade stock of 5. 
• A method to increase the grenade stock by X, 

where X is an int argument. 
• A method that prints the number of grenades 

left. 
• A method that prints "BOOM!" and decreases 

the grenade stock by 1 

In another class, write code in a main method 
that uses these methods. 
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Exercise 

Rewrite Mancala.java: 
Create a MancalaGame class that HAS-A board 

Have the class containing the main method 
(MancalaDriver) create an instance of the 
MancalaGame class, keeping the same functionality. 
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Summary 

Classes group together related data and 
behaviour – they often correspond to types in 
the real world, like Player and Student. 

Main components: 
Data We specify fields in the class definition 

Methods We define them within the class definition 
  as well 

• A constructor is a special method that is run when an 
instance of the class is created. 
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